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Foreword

It is one of the last remaining geopolitical problems of the twentieth
century: a divided peninsula occupied by two countries still technically
at war—one dynamic and modern, the other closed, impoverished, and
belligerent. The countries, of course, are the two Koreas, and the peninsula they share represents one of the most vexing challenges facing the
world today.
The gravest threat is North Korea’s nuclear program. The North’s
nuclear arsenal, its pursuit of more advanced missile technology, and
the possibility that it could transfer nuclear weapons or materials to
others (whether states or terrorist groups) pose significant dangers to
the United States and its allies in the region and beyond. Successive U.S.
administrations have struggled, largely unsuccessfully, to address this
set of dangers. In particular, the Six Party Talks—consisting of China,
Japan, North Korea, Russia, South Korea, and the United States—have
failed to bring about North Korea’s denuclearization. The Council on
Foreign Relations wrestled with issues involving the Korean peninsula
in five separate Independent Task Force reports between 1995 and 2003,
and it has now done so again in 2010, indicating both the seriousness of
the problems and the lack of progress in resolving them.
The urgency of the threat is undeniable. North Korea possesses
nuclear-weapon and missile capabilities, has threatened its neighbors,
and has been willing to sell nuclear materials and technology to the
highest bidder. Its reclusive leadership is unpredictable, something yet
again underscored by the unprovoked destruction of the Cheonan, a
South Korean naval vessel, by a North Korean torpedo in late March
2010. Moreover, the future of its regime is uncertain, with the potential
for a contested succession or breakdown of authority after the death of
Kim Jong-il.
But while the danger is clear, progress is elusive. North Korea has
boycotted nuclear disarmament talks since 2008, and their future is
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now in doubt after the sinking of the Cheonan and the resulting loss of
forty-six South Korean lives. Moreover, it is far from obvious what the
Six Party Talks could accomplish in the way of denuclearization even if
they should resume.
This Task Force report comprehensively reviews the situation on
the peninsula as well as the options for U.S. policy. It provides a valuable ranking of U.S. interests, and calls for a firm commitment from the
Obama administration to seek denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, backed by a combination of sanctions, incentives, and sustained
political pressure, in addition to increased efforts to contain proliferation. It notes that China’s participation in this effort is vital. Indeed,
the report makes clear that any hope of North Korea’s dismantling its
nuclear program rests on China’s willingness to take a strong stance.
For denuclearization to proceed, China must acknowledge that the
long-term hazard of a nuclear Korea is more perilous to it and the region
than the short-term risk of instability. The report also recognizes that
robust relations between Washington and its allies in the region, Japan
and South Korea, must underpin any efforts to deal with the North
Korean problem.
It is also worth noting that the report does not stop at calling for the
resumption of the Six Party Talks and additional diplomacy to bring
about denuclearization. It looks as well at regime change and scenarios
that could lead to reunification of the peninsula. There could be opportunities to make progress toward denuclearization or, with time, even
reunification after Kim Jong-il departs from the scene. Again, though,
China’s role is likely to prove critical.
At the same time that the Task Force emphasizes the danger and
urgency of North Korea’s behavior, it recognizes and applauds the
beneficial U.S. relationship with South Korea, which has proved to be
a valuable economic and strategic partner. In this vein, the Task Force
advocates continued close coordination with Seoul and urges prompt
congressional passage of the U.S.-South Korea free trade agreement.
On behalf of the Council on Foreign Relations, I thank the Task
Force chairs, Jack Pritchard and John Tilelli, and the individual Task
Force members and observers, who all contributed their significant
experience and expertise to this thoughtful report. I also urge readers
to review the additional and dissenting views written by several Task
Force members.
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My thanks go as well to Task Force Program Director Anya Schmemann, who guided this project from start to finish, and to Adjunct
Senior Fellow Scott Snyder for ably and patiently directing the project and drafting the report. The Task Force took on one of the world’s
knottiest and most protracted challenges and produced an important
study that helps to underscore the severity of the threat and the high
costs of inaction.
Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
June 2010
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Introduction

The Korean peninsula simultaneously offers dramatically contrasting opportunities for and dangers to U.S. interests in Northeast Asia.
On the one hand, a democratic and free market–oriented South Korea
has developed enhanced military capacity and political clout and an
expanded set of shared interests with the United States. This enables
more active cooperation with the United States to respond to North
Korea’s nuclear challenge and promote regional and global stability
and prosperity. On the other hand, a secretive and totalitarian North
Korea has expanded its capacity to threaten regional and global stability
through continued development of fissile materials and missile delivery capabilities, and has directly challenged the global nonproliferation
regime and U.S. leadership.
The challenge posed by North Korea’s nuclear development effort
has global, regional, and bilateral dimensions. An internationally coordinated response must take all facets of the challenge into account. This
Task Force report identifies three essential elements: first, denuclearization of the Korean peninsula and an approach that attempts to
resolve rather than simply manage the issue; second, regional cohesion,
enabled by close U.S.-South Korea relations; and, third, China’s cooperation and active engagement.
Given the high level of mistrust between the United States and North
Korea, the United States will not be able to change the situation by itself.
It will need cooperation from counterparts in Asia who have already
affirmed their support—through the Six Party Joint Statement of September 19, 2005—for the objectives of denuclearization, improved
bilateral relations in the region, regional economic development, and
the establishment of peace on the Korean peninsula.1 The United States,
China, Russia, South Korea, Japan, and North Korea have all signed on
to this statement. The goal of the Obama administration should be to
work with its partners to pursue its full implementation.
3
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The United States and its partners have divergent interests and priorities regarding the North Korean challenge. China is more narrowly
focused on the regional dimension and prioritizes stability. South Korea
and Russia support denuclearization but want to achieve that objective
by peaceful means. For Japan, the issue of how to deal with Japanese
citizens abducted by North Korea in the 1970s has been a higher priority than denuclearization. The United States is understandably concerned about the global implications of Korea’s nuclear program, the
consequences for the global nonproliferation regime, and the potential
spread of weapons, materials, and know-how to rogue states, terrorist groups, or others—especially in the Middle East. These different
approaches and priorities were highlighted in the early responses to the
March 2010 sinking of the South Korean warship Cheonan; the United
States and South Korea implicated North Korea and have taken a tough
approach designed to punish the North Korean regime, while China—
worried about further escalation—has downplayed the incident.
A strong U.S.-South Korea alliance remains the foundation for coordination of policy toward North Korea. Both U.S. president Barack
Obama and South Korean president Lee Myung-bak have agreed that
their top policy objective vis-à-vis North Korea is its complete denuclearization. Their common goal is to promote a regional strategy that
constrains North Korea’s destabilizing activities and counters the risks
resulting from its nuclear and missile activities. In the wake of the ship
sinking, the two administrations have worked particularly closely to
forge bilateral and multilateral responses designed to strengthen deterrence and ensure that North Korea cannot engage in such provocations
with impunity.
Productive Sino-U.S. consultations on North Korea have been
lauded in recent years as evidence that the United States and China can
work together to address common security challenges. Conversely, the
failure to collaborate to achieve North Korea’s denuclearization will
represent a setback and an obstacle to other areas of U.S.-China security cooperation. For this reason, it is essential for the United States
and China to develop a clear understanding regarding how to deal with
North Korea, thereby establishing a framework for lasting stability on a
nonnuclear Korean peninsula and in Northeast Asia.
There is widespread pessimism that North Korea will voluntarily
give up its nuclear capabilities through negotiations alone, and China,
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Japan, and South Korea are reluctant to pursue tougher, coercive steps
due to fears of instability. The rollback of North Korea’s nuclear program will not be easy, especially given that no state that has conducted a
nuclear test has subsequently reversed course without a change in political leadership. The Task Force notes, however, that despite the difficulty
of the challenge, the danger posed by North Korea is sufficiently severe,
and the costs of inaction and acquiescence so high, that the United
States and its partners must continue to press for denuclearization.
Although the six-party process remains the preferred framework,
the United States and its partners may in the end find it necessary to
apply nondiplomatic tools such as sanctions or even military measures, especially if North Korea conducts further nuclear or longrange missile tests or proliferates nuclear materials or technologies
to other states or to nonstate actors. Specifically, the Task Force calls
for the establishment of a dialogue with China about the future of the
Korean peninsula, for bilateral talks with North Korea regarding missile development, and for the continuation of close consultations with
allies South Korea and Japan.
The Task Force finds that the Obama administration should deal
with North Korea’s policy challenges in the following order: prevent
nuclear exports to others (horizontal proliferation), stop further development of North Korea nuclear capability (vertical proliferation), roll
back Korea’s nuclear program, plan for potential North Korean instability, integrate North Korea into the international community, and
help the people of North Korea.
The report takes stock of the North Korean threat and the Obama
administration’s responses thus far, and considers the four major policy
courses available to the United States. It then explores the motivations
and interests of the other parties in the Six Party Talks and underscores
the importance of a regional approach anchored by U.S.-South Korea
cooperation and by Chinese action. The report then looks beyond the
nuclear problem to take account of important items on the agenda with
North Korea and the valuable bilateral relationship with South Korea.

The North Korean Challenge

North Korea’s series of provocations in the first half of 2009—including missile and nuclear tests—defied an emerging Northeast Asian
regional consensus on denuclearization of the Korean peninsula, suspended the normalization of diplomatic relations between parties in the
region, and deferred the pursuit of economic development and peace on
the peninsula and in Northeast Asia. These provocations underscored
the failure of two decades of U.S. and international diplomatic efforts
to block North Korea’s nuclear development, as well as North Korea’s
seeming imperviousness to international pressure and sanctions.
Past U.S. administrations have attempted bilateral deal-making and
multilateral implementation (the Clinton administration’s Agreed
Framework), neglect (first George W. Bush administration, 2001–
2004), and bilateral engagement within the context of Six Party Talks
(second George W. Bush administration, 2005–2008). None of these
approaches was successful in deterring North Korea from pursuit of
its nuclear program. Five previous CFR-sponsored Independent Task
Force reports have documented the persistent challenge represented by
North Korea and the deficiencies of the international responses.2
North Korea conducted its first nuclear test in 2006. This and its
subsequent test constitute a direct challenge to peace and stability in
Northeast Asia. The risk of proliferation of fissile materials to other
regions has ramifications for stability in the Middle East, as well as
for the global nonproliferation regime. North Korea’s nuclear tests
sharpen the dilemma for the international community over whether it
is willing to use coercive tools—such as pressing for tougher sanctions
under new UN resolutions targeting North Korean trade and financial
transactions, implementing a more intrusive export control regime, or
additional military measures—in combination with negotiations in an
effort to roll back North Korea’s nuclear program.

6
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President Obama inherited this perilous situation when he took
office in 2009, following last-ditch efforts on the part of the George W.
Bush administration to convince the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea (DPRK) to accept international verification of its nuclear facilities as part of a February 2007 implementing agreement under the sixparty framework. Rather than taking conciliatory measures to open
the way for a new relationship with the Obama administration in early
2009, North Korea appears to have placed every possible obstacle in
the way of renewed dialogue. In the process, North Korea undertook
a series of actions aimed at pushing the Obama administration toward
implicit recognition, if not explicit acceptance, of it as a nuclear weapons state.
Before Obama’s inauguration, the DPRK Foreign Ministry asserted
that there was no linkage between normalization of U.S.-DPRK diplomatic relations and North Korea’s denuclearization, instead asserting
that North Korea would maintain a nuclear deterrent “as long as it is
exposed even to the slightest U.S. nuclear threat.”3 Then, on April 5,
2009, North Korea launched a rocket that could be used for long-range
missiles, claiming that it had the right to pursue a peaceful satellite
launch. This action was immediately condemned by Obama in a speech
in Prague the next day on the need for global nuclear arms reductions.
President Obama criticized North Korea’s actions, saying, “Rules must
be binding. Violations must be punished. Words must mean something.”4 The Obama administration pursued a UN presidential statement condemning the launch as a violation of UN Security Council
(UNSC) Resolution 1718, which imposed restrictions on North Korean
missile launch capacities following the DPRK’s 2006 nuclear test.5
North Korea responded with outrage to this condemnation, pledging to
walk away from the Six Party Talks and threatening to conduct a second
nuclear test, which it did on May 25, 2009.6
In response to this test, the Obama administration worked energetically at the UN to gain unanimous support for UNSC Resolution 1874.
The resolution, passed in June 2009, calls on member states to exercise strengthened vigilance against North Korean horizontal proliferation activities—that is, the exchange of North Korean nuclear-related
technology and materials with other state or nonstate actors.7 Through
the end of 2009, the resolution had been successful in blocking a halfdozen North Korean shipments of weapons and other suspicious goods
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under the UN sanctions.8 The Obama administration also appointed a
sanctions coordinator to promote international implementation of the
resolution. However, such counterproliferation activities will not be
sufficient to completely stop the illicit spread of nuclear technology and
know-how to new nuclear aspirants.
Beyond implementing sanctions imposed under UNSC Resolution 1874, the Obama administration has not attempted to draw red
lines around North Korean activities that would provoke a stronger
U.S. response. North Korea has crossed every previous line the United
States has drawn, including around the testing of a nuclear device, with
impunity.9 Following North Korea’s 2006 nuclear test, President Bush
attempted to draw yet another line around North Korean proliferation,
but that did not stop covert North Korean collaboration with Syria on
construction of a nuclear plant to produce plutonium, a plant that was
bombed by Israel in September 2007. The only red line that remains
is the threat (reinforced indirectly by the conclusions of the April 2010
Nuclear Posture Review) that as long as North Korea is outside the
Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) it will be treated as the prime
suspect and be the target of immediate retaliation by the United States
in the event of an act of nonstate nuclear terrorism.10 In light of past
U.S. failures to enforce its red lines with North Korea, the challenge for
the Obama administration is how to take actions that would enhance
the credibility of U.S. threats.

Curren t U.S . P olicy
Early in his term, President Obama declared that his administration
would “not fall into the same pattern [as previous administrations]
with North Korea.” Rather, he said, it is “incumbent upon all of us to
insist that nations like Iran and North Korea do not game the system. . . .
Those who seek peace cannot stand idly by as nations arm themselves
for nuclear war.”11 Defense Secretary Robert M. Gates stated that the
Obama administration “will not buy this horse for a third time.”12 Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said, “The international community
failed to prevent North Korea from developing nuclear weapons. We
are now engaged in diplomatic efforts to roll back this development.”13
These statements, coupled with past negotiating experience, highlight
the deep levels of mistrust U.S. policymakers harbor toward North
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Korea. The dominant American perception of this experience is that
North Korea pursues negotiations primarily to extract concessions
from its counterparts while making commitments it does not intend
to keep.
While enforcing sanctions, the Obama administration has continued to exert what it calls strategic patience and extend an open diplomatic hand to North Korea, contingent on North Korea’s return to the
six-party framework and the path of denuclearization. Following Special Representative Stephen W. Bosworth’s December 2009 meetings
in Pyongyang, Secretary Clinton stated that “the approach that our
administration is taking is of strategic patience in close coordination
with our six-party allies.”14 This is characteristic of the current U.S.
policy approach: a continued commitment to denuclearization, dedication to the six-party process, willingness to engage (with conditions),
and efforts to work within multilateral frameworks to sanction and
pressure North Korea.
Meanwhile, North Korea’s efforts to develop its missile programs
continue unchecked.15 The Pentagon’s February 2010 Ballistic Missile
Defense Review report concluded that if North Korea’s nuclear and
missile programs continue to progress along the current trajectory,
North Korea will eventually have both a nuclear capability and the
capacity to deliver a nuclear weapon to its neighbors and to the United
States.16 The task of addressing North Korea’s nuclear status is much
harder now that North Korea has conducted two nuclear tests. The
challenges posed will likewise be even more difficult once the country
develops an effective nuclear weapons delivery capability.
Despite accepting the six-party framework established by the
George W. Bush administration as the main vehicle for pursuing negotiations, the Obama administration has signaled a shift from past policy
by emphasizing reassurance of South Korean and Japanese allies. This
is partly a response to the perception in the region that the George W.
Bush administration leaned too heavily on bilateral negotiations with
North Korea at the expense of alliance consultation. Special Representative Bosworth has engaged in frequent policy consultations with
North Korea’s neighbors, including China and Russia, to promote
regional cohesion in response to North Korea’s nuclear pursuits.
When North Korea initiated a “charm offensive” in the latter part of
2009 by renewing diplomatic outreach to the United States and South
Korea, the Obama administration responded by sending Bosworth to
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Pyongyang in December 2009 to convey the message that North Korea
should return to the denuclearization path by coming back to the Six
Party Talks.
The Task Force finds that the Obama administration has employed
primarily reactive measures in response to North Korean provocations. Secretary Clinton described the baseline for U.S. policy when
she stated that “within the framework of the Six Party Talks, we are prepared to meet bilaterally with North Korea, but North Korea’s return
to the negotiating table is not enough. Current sanctions will not be
relaxed until Pyongyang takes verifiable, irreversible steps toward complete denuclearization. Its leaders should be under no illusion that the
United States will ever have normal, sanctions-free relations with a
nuclear armed North Korea.”17
Despite the strong words, the Obama administration’s actions to
date suggest that the objective of rollback of North Korea’s nuclear
program is halfhearted. The time frame for achieving denuclearization
is so vague that there is a significant risk that “strategic patience” will
result in acquiescence to North Korea’s nuclear status as a fait accompli.
Responsibility within the administration for implementation of policy
toward North Korea has been divided under several envoys into different
baskets—negotiations, sanctions implementation, and human rights—
with no clear evidence that these discrete missions are backed by a sense
of urgency or priority at senior levels in the administration. The Task
Force finds that the Obama administration’s current approach does not
go far enough in developing a strategy to counter North Korea’s continuing nuclear development or potential for proliferation.

U.S. Policy Options

Although the facts of North Korea’s progress in pursuing nuclear
weapons are undeniable, how neighboring states and the United
States respond to North Korea’s nuclear ambitions will have significant regional and global political and security consequences. By testing
two nuclear devices, the DPRK has challenged the United States and
the region to accept its nuclear status. Ironically, although intended as
a declaration of strength, North Korea’s nuclear and missile tests also
show its weakness, vulnerability, and desperation, underscoring its
political isolation, failing economy, lagging conventional military capabilities, and keen desire for international acceptance and recognition. It
is this reality that may allow a coordinated response to succeed.
The Task Force debated four policy options for the United States
and its partners: (1) explicit acquiescence, (2) containment and management, (3) rollback, and (4) regime change. The Task Force concedes
that U.S. policy is constrained and that the United States has limited
ability to effect change on its own. Given the reality of a bad situation
with few good choices, the Task Force considered the pros and cons of
each option and its likelihood of adoption and success. The Task Force
ultimately rejects options 1 and 4, acknowledges the interim benefits of
option 2, and endorses option 3—denuclearization.

Opt ion 1—Acqu i e scence
The first option is that the Obama administration could conclude that
there are no viable options for achieving North Korea’s denuclearization, thus conceding failure and acquiescing to its nuclear status. In this
case, the administration might accept the idea put forward by the North
Korean leadership that an improved diplomatic relationship should be
delinked from the denuclearization decision by focusing on reducing
11
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tensions and improving relations with North Korea regardless of its
nuclear status. Such an approach would immediately ease the crisis in
relations with North Korea and open a much broader array of diplomatic and political options for bilateral engagement.
Explicit acquiescence, however, would threaten the sustainability of
existing U.S. alliances in Asia. Japan and South Korea would consider
U.S. acquiescence as undermining Washington’s ability to provide for
their security, regardless of U.S. security commitments of extended
deterrence and provision of a nuclear umbrella as protection. Explicit
acceptance of a nuclear North Korea might also catalyze consideration
of a wider range of military options in South Korea and Japan, including
the acquisition of preemptive strike capabilities and nuclear weapons in
an attempt to restore a regional balance in capabilities, thus setting off
a regional arms race. Moreover, the people of Japan and South Korea
would not accept a nuclear North Korea, and U.S. political opposition
would likely make political hay out of the issue, accusing the Obama
administration of appeasement. Acquiescence would be an embarrassing admission of defeat and would weaken perceptions of U.S. power
around the world. Such capitulation would make negotiations with Iran
and other nuclear hopefuls more difficult, if not impossible.
Current U.S. policy acknowledges the de facto reality that North
Korea has developed a nuclear capacity, but does not accept North Korea
as a nuclear weapons state. This lack of acceptance will be credible only
if the United States continues to take commensurate efforts to roll back
North Korea’s nuclear program. Benign neglect, or the absence of such
efforts, would amount to acceptance of a nuclear North Korea.
The Task Force finds that any U.S. administration is unlikely to
openly acquiesce to North Korean nuclear ambitions and that the negative consequences for the nuclear nonproliferation regime outweigh
any potential benefits of this course. Such acquiescence would weaken
credibility of U.S. security commitments in the region, and North
Korea would stand as a monument to the failure of the NPT and as a
model for other potential nuclear aspirants.

Opt ion 2—Manage and Con tai n
A second option is to pursue a policy that classifies the North Korean
nuclear challenge as a problem to be managed, with a low likelihood of
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near-term resolution. Recognizing that it will take a long time and a concerted effort to denuclearize North Korea, the administration would
work in concert with partners to contain North Korean onward proliferation as its primary objective, while blocking North Korean vertical
proliferation by preventing it, through a combination of negotiations
and coercive measures, from increasing the size or the sophistication of
its nuclear arsenal and missile delivery capacity. The Task Force believes
that this approach—containing the problem and managing the reality while paying lip service to the objective of rollback—is the closest
among the four options to the Obama administration’s current policy.
Conditional on support from allies Japan and South Korea, efforts
to prevent North Korea’s vertical proliferation could include a U.S.
strike on North Korea’s long-range missile launch facilities (akin to
recommendations made by Ashton B. Carter and William J. Perry
before North Korea’s 2006 long-range missile launch) in the event
that North Korea prepares once again to defy existing UNSC resolutions. Prior to North Korea’s two nuclear tests, this recommendation
seemed premature and dangerous, but cannot be ruled out easily now
that an enhanced missile capacity would give North Korea the capacity
to deliver a nuclear weapon.18
A “manage and contain” approach focuses on risk reduction first,
while waiting for circumstances conducive to North Korea’s eventual denuclearization. It prioritizes “three nos” as primary immediate
objectives in dealing with North Korea: no export of nuclear technologies, no more bombs, and no “better” bombs.19 The Obama administration would pursue counterproliferation aggressively through
implementation of UN resolutions while taking steps to constrain
North Korea from building more bombs by negotiating a missile moratorium or improving its existing arsenal through additional nuclear
tests by ensuring that the scope of international sanctions is expanded
in retaliation for further tests. To back these counterproliferation
efforts, the administration should clearly state that as long as North
Korea remains outside of the NPT and uncommitted to denuclearization, it is suspect number one in the event of nuclear terrorism by nonstate actors, thereby putting North Korea in the crosshairs for a U.S.
retaliatory strike if such an event were to occur.
This approach would focus on maintaining a freeze on nuclear development activities at the Yongbyon facility and on building international
support to urge North Korea against conducting any further nuclear
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tests. Another facet of this approach would address North Korea’s vertical proliferation—that is, North Korean efforts to mount a nuclear
device on a missile—by attempting to negotiate a moratorium on North
Korean missile tests.
Even if the United States remains adamantly opposed to North
Korea’s continued development of a nuclear weapons and delivery
capability, there are limits to what it can do without cooperation from
North Korea’s neighbors, especially China. China shares the objective
of containing North Korea’s program and preventing North Korean
actions that would further heighten tensions but is unlikely to pursue
the potentially destabilizing path that might result from pressing for
denuclearization of North Korea. By pursuing the option of simply
managing and containing North Korea’s nuclear program, perhaps in
the hope that North Korea’s own internal politics might eventually dictate abandonment of nuclear weapons, the United States would avoid
a quarrel with China, given China’s prioritization of regional stability
over denuclearization.
The Task Force concedes that containment is attractive and probably the easiest and most practical option, given the difficulty of achieving rollback and the undesirability of escalating a sense of crisis on the
Korean peninsula when the Obama administration is facing so many
other challenges. Both China and South Korea, given the choice between
facing a new crisis or deferring such a crisis in favor of the short-term
maintenance of the status quo, may believe that the status quo serves
their interests, especially if they are able to work together to contain the
negative spillover effects of North Korea’s nuclear ambitions. However,
such an approach will not resolve the problem, and manage and contain
must be seen only as an interim option.
The Task Force finds that though containment is essential to U.S.
counterproliferation objectives, such a strategy by itself is insufficient.
It risks the likelihood that, over time, the overall security situation will
deteriorate as North Korea continues to secretly make progress in its
missile development and nascent nuclear capability. The manage and
contain approach may also lead to the perception that the United States
is interested only in counterproliferation, leading eventually to acquiescence rather than denuclearization, regardless of administration
assertions to the contrary. The Task Force considers that manage and
contain, as evidenced by the current approach, may be a useful interim
strategy, but does not resolve the larger problem and must ultimately be
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coupled with continued efforts to denuclearize. Implementation of this
option is necessary, but not enough to achieve denuclearization, which
remains an important U.S. objective.

Opt ion 3—Rollback
A third option would be to immediately and consistently press for
North Korea’s return to the path of denuclearization. This approach
would involve a stepped-up combination of sanctions and incentives
designed to make North Korea abandon its nuclear programs. There
would be constant political pressure by the international community
on North Korea—including the ratcheting up of the international sanctions regime—to limit its alternatives to negotiation. In return for cooperation, North Korea would receive political and economic benefits,
such as development and energy assistance, through implementation of
the September 2005 Six Party Joint Statement. Conversely, its failure to
cooperate would result in enforced sanctions and other penalties.
This option envisions a definitive resolution of North Korea’s nuclear
challenge by strengthened regional security cooperation between the
United States and North Korea’s neighbors. It means that the Obama
administration must treat the rollback of North Korea’s nuclear program as a realizable objective, and use all the tools at its disposal
(including raising the profile of the work of the sanctions coordinator)
to increase pressure on North Korea, both directly and indirectly, by
coordinating with other members of the six-party framework. Such an
approach requires that the United States convince China that denuclearization is necessary for long-term regional stability and find ways to
encourage China to cooperate. Active efforts to roll back North Korea’s
nuclear gains run the risk of heightening tensions on the Korean peninsula in the short term, but these temporary pressures would be relieved
by North Korea’s resumption of the implementation of its denuclearization commitments outlined in the Six Party Joint Statement.
Pursuit of this option entails North Korea’s neighbors working in
concert with one another to implement agreed-on UN sanctions until
North Korea recommits itself to denuclearization. Any party, such as
China, that fails to fully implement its obligation under the UN resolutions would be effectively validating North Korea’s claim to be a nuclear
weapons state. Thus, it should not be in the interest of any party to
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prematurely relent until North Korea’s leadership takes actions in the
direction of denuclearization.
If North Korea returns to the Six Party Talks and resumes implementation of its denuclearization commitments, the other parties
would have to also meet their own obligations under the agreement.
North Korean officials complained that the other parties were dragging their feet in providing the economic assistance promised under
the implementing agreement of February 13, 2007, thereby providing
a pretext for North Korea to avoid its own obligations. The United
States and Japan have obligations under the joint statement to normalize political relations with North Korea, including eventual diplomatic
recognition and the exchange of diplomatic representation. The joint
statement also references the need for a separate negotiating forum to
establish arrangements to replace the existing armistice with a permanent peace mechanism.
North Korean leaders must be convinced by mobilized coercive
measures preventing such an outcome that the pursuit of nuclear
weapons is hazardous to their regime survival, and that a path toward
denuclearization would provide them new opportunities in the form
of available expanded political and economic benefits. North Korea’s
leadership has spent decades pursuing nuclear weapons as the silver
bullet to assure sovereignty, respect, and deterrence of external powers.
It is unlikely to voluntarily give up this pursuit without a combination
of political and economic inducements, which may come in the form
of energy and economic development assistance. For this reason, it will
be essential for the U.S. administration to outline concrete benefits
that North Korea would gain from denuclearization. South Korean
president Lee Myung-bak has proposed a massive development commitment to North Korea if it abandons its nuclear weapons and opens
to the outside world. But North Korean leaders would be more likely
to view such a proposal as credible if the United States also offered to
develop a new relationship with the North.
The Task Force believes that the regional consensus must be pushed
from rhetoric to action and that the strength of China’s commitments
to support and enforce global nonproliferation should be tested. Thus
the Task Force believes option 3—continued pressure on North Korea
to return to the Six Party Talks and to a path of denuclearization—is the
necessary course of action.
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Opt ion 4—Regi me Change
A fourth option for achieving denuclearization would be to pursue
regime change in North Korea. This might include support for subversive activities intended to undermine the current leadership, expansion
of economic sanctions, strengthened measures to inspect and interdict
all cargo to and from North Korea, and a rhetorical policy designed to
publicly support regime change.
Given the widespread pessimism regarding the likelihood of the
current regime voluntarily giving up its nuclear weapons, its lack of
credibility in implementing past diplomatic agreements, and its willingness to sell conventional weapons and missile technologies to the
highest bidder, this approach prioritizes denuclearization over stability.
It assumes that any negotiations will be a pretext for delay rather than
a vehicle for successfully managing or resolving the dangers posed by
North Korea’s nuclear weapons program.
It also implicitly assumes that a new North Korean regime would
be more amenable to negotiations and willing to give up the weapons,
though this may not be the case. Given current North Korean leader
Kim Jong-il’s advanced age and reported ill health, leadership may pass
to a designated successor, who may or may not continue the policies
of the current regime. There are many uncertainties and dangers in a
regime change scenario (detailed in a later section on contingency planning), but the option accepts North Korea’s destabilization as a means
to ensure denuclearization. This option entails a willingness to bear the
immediate costs of instability for the establishment of a new order in
North Korea, either through Korean reunification or the installation of
a reform-oriented North Korean leadership.
An obstacle to the regime change option is that it contradicts the
high priority North Korea’s neighbors place on a stable transition to a
new leadership in North Korea. As a result, U.S.-driven regime change
would come at a high cost to U.S. interests and relationships in the
region. China prioritizes regional peace and stability over denuclearization as a policy objective. The South Korean government has also
traditionally been cautious about pursuing externally imposed regime
change on the North for fear that the near-term costs of a sudden transition in the North would be more than the South is willing or able to
bear. The fears of violence, flows of refugees, spillover, and costs are not
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unreasonable or unfounded, and the United States should take those
concerns into consideration.
Nonetheless, the option of actively supporting regime change
should be held in reserve as a possible course of action in the event that
North Korea continues to pursue horizontal or vertical proliferation or
nuclear development activities in defiance of existing UN resolutions.
North Korea’s failure to return to the path of denuclearization could
also lead the United States and other members of the Six Party Talks to
conclude that regime change is the only possible way to roll back North
Korea’s nuclear program.
It is unlikely that the Obama administration will pursue this option,
at least not openly, given its stated commitment to engagement and
international norms. It should be noted, however, that several Task
Force members thought that this course should be quietly considered in
parallel to a public commitment of continued pressure to denuclearize.

Nort h Kore a’ s I n tegrat ion
wi t h t he Ou tsi de World
To counter North Korea’s provocations, the United States has historically emphasized the employment of sanctions against North Korea to
isolate it from the international community. However, by reinforcing
its isolation, continuation of a comprehensive sanctions regime against
North Korea may ironically strengthen the regime’s capacity to maintain political control. For this reason, the Obama administration should
consider an array of engagement initiatives along with the UN sanctions
that have been targeted at North Korea’s nuclear and missile programs.
Expanding the exposure of individual North Koreans to the outside
world may eventually result in internally driven regime transformation,
a result that the United States and North Korea’s neighbors would welcome and support. Engagement may also lead to a greater understanding of North Korea’s infamously opaque decision-making processes
and increase levels of trust in the region, while constraining North
Korea from pursuing rash actions.
Engagement strategies, including support for more liberalized visa
policies, nongovernmental, educational, and cultural exchanges, and
other methods of engagement, should be designed to lay the foundations
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for political change by providing North Koreans with more exposure to
international norms and standards.20 The main criterion by which the
United States should judge engagement strategies toward North Korea
is whether they will increase the pace of change in North Korea or can
be used to strengthen the political control of the regime.
The economic lever has proved a politically powerful tool for promoting reform-oriented political leadership in other inward-focused
societies, and a U.S. policy of selective engagement with North Korea
may help facilitate government-led economic reforms. Engagement
could facilitate grassroots-led marketization and the spread of capitalism, which ultimately could undermine the North Korean leadership’s
efforts to maintain strict economic and political controls over its population. The development of economic ties with outside partners could
also fuel a domestic political competition between political reformers
and conservatives. The small-scale spread of farmers’ markets and slow
but steady dissemination of information across North Korea’s borders
already challenge the North Korean leadership’s ability to completely
control the population.21
North Korea’s economic transformation and integration into the
global community would be a bigger threat to its own leadership than
to the international community. For example, North Korea has to meet
international standards on reporting and transparency regarding its
internal financial system to receive loans from international financial
institutions (IFIs). Its efforts to meet IFI reporting and transparency
requirements are an important vehicle in achieving mutually beneficial
integration with the international financial community.22
The Obama administration—in close coordination with South
Korea—should pursue forms of engagement with North Korea most
likely to improve the lot of North Koreans and bring about change in the
country, regardless of the policies of the North Korean leadership. While
implementing sanctions targeted primarily at North Korea’s nuclear and
missile programs, the administration should support nongovernmental
exchanges in areas where grassroots or nongovernmental interaction
might broaden North Korea’s exposure to international norms.

A Regional Framework for Stability

Each member of the Six Party Talks—the United States, China, Japan,
Russia, and South Korea—has its own set of interests, political priorities, and domestic constraints and pressures regarding North Korea.
Despite having divergent views, all have agreed to the Six Party Joint
Statement—supporting denuclearization, the normalization of relations, and advancement of peace and prosperity on the Korean peninsula—and signed on to sanctions resolutions. Any hope of resolving the
North Korean standoff will depend on all parties cooperating with one
another and being firm with North Korea. China in particular has a central role to play.

Ch i na’ s Kore a P olicy and Kore a’ s Role
i n U.S .-Ch i na Relat ions
The Task Force finds that China’s policy toward the Korean peninsula—and the role of cooperation and competition on Korean issues as
a component of the U.S.-China relationship—is a critical variable that
influences the range of available tools for addressing North Korea’s
nuclear program. The current DPRK regime’s survival depends on
China’s willingness to supply the necessary food and fuel to ensure
North Korean sustainability. If North Korea’s economy is on life support, the Chinese are providing the necessities to keep it alive.
Although China and North Korea have a shared history and ideological foundation, bilateral ties have frayed over the past two decades
as China has taken a path of economic reform and North Korea has
continued to pursue autarchy and isolation. Hence, China and North
Korea have less and less in common. In fact, China’s policy toward
North Korea is contradictory to overall trends in People’s Republic of
China (PRC) foreign policy. Whereas China works to promote regional
20
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stability, a nuclear North Korea provides a fundamental challenge to
security in the region. These contradictions are at the core of China’s
policy dilemma as it manages its relations with North Korea.23
That China continues to view the Korean peninsula through the lens
of its relationship with the United States exacerbates these contradictions. China has continuously insisted that the core motivation for
North Korea’s nuclear pursuits lies in its mistrust of the United States
and that security assurances in the context of improvements in the
U.S.-DPRK political relationship would belie North Korea’s need for
a nuclear program. Even though North Korea’s nuclear pursuits have
directly challenged Chinese interests, mistrust of U.S. intentions on
the Korean peninsula—which dates to the Korean War—has inhibited
Sino-U.S. cooperation on Korean issues.
China has emerged as a mediator between Washington and Pyongyang by hosting the Six Party Talks, a role in which Chinese diplomats
have taken great pride, but Chinese mediation efforts are more focused
on China’s desire to keep both sides calm rather than on achieving a
solution. North Korea’s continued insistence on defying Chinese
efforts to mediate—even as its economy depends utterly on Chinese
imports—demonstrates China’s patience.
While China is concerned about North Korea’s development of a
nuclear weapons capacity, its greater concern is the possibility of North
Korean instability. For this reason, China emphasizes negotiations and
has been reluctant to consider coercive measures as part of its strategy
toward North Korea. China remains wary of U.S. preferred tools for
addressing the North Korean nuclear issue, eschewing pressure and
sanctions in favor of economic incentives and attempts to entice North
Korea to join in dialogue and cooperation. A U.S. approach that emphasizes regional cohesion in dealing with North Korea requires Chinese
cooperation, but there are limits to the range of options China is willing
to consider.
China wants to maintain its own independent approach to the
Korean peninsula, even as it cooperates with the United States. Following North Korea’s first nuclear test in 2006, some Chinese analysts criticized their government for working too closely with the United States,
which, they charged, resulted in a cooling of Sino-North Korean ties
and a perceived loss of Chinese influence in North Korea. After North
Korea’s 2009 test, Beijing chose to reinforce ties with Pyongyang even
while going along with a strong UNSC resolution condemning the test.
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This bifurcated course of action may have preserved Chinese influence
in North Korea, but China has thus far been unable to use that influence
to convince North Korea to recommit itself to denuclearization.
The task of persuading China to assume greater responsibility for
North Korea’s denuclearization is a challenging one. China’s leaders
must come to the conclusion that a nuclear North Korea under its current unpredictable leadership risks the stability that China has invested
so heavily in trying to preserve. Past experience suggests that China
takes action only when it perceives increased tensions or the possibility
of military conflict between North Korea and the United States. In early
2003, China determined that it would play a more active mediating role
when it appeared that the prospect of military confrontation between
the United States and North Korea was rising. China has also been
concerned about the negative effect of North Korean provocation of
its neighbors. For example, Chinese leaders were alarmed when North
Korea’s 2006 tests prompted discussions in Japan about preemption
and the question of whether to consider its own nuclear option.24
China has also responded when its leaders perceive that North
Korea is a high priority for the United States or feel that the United
States might negotiate directly with North Korea. President Bush’s personal efforts to discuss North Korea with Chinese president Hu Jintao
mobilized enhanced Sino-U.S. cooperation, though former assistant
secretary of state Christopher R. Hill’s visit to North Korea in June
2007 without consulting with or debriefing Beijing evoked concern.25
For China and the United States to succeed in coordinating their policies toward North Korea, the subject of how to achieve a nonnuclear
Korean peninsula will have to be treated as a top priority on the bilateral
agenda, ideally at the presidential level.
It will not be easy for the United States to catalyze further cooperation from China. But Chinese leaders should seriously consider the
possibility that North Korean proliferation resulting in nuclear terrorism would likely draw a much sharper U.S. military response.
China worries about the emergence of an unfriendly regime in a
future unified Korea. If the Obama administration’s efforts to build
regional cohesion and closer Sino-U.S. cooperation are to bear fruit,
the United States will need to clarify its objectives toward the Korean
peninsula and provide reassurance about its intentions. The Task Force
calls for a dialogue with China about the future of the Korean peninsula
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and “principles” of a united Korea. Such a dialogue could include discussion about the process of potential unification and what a unified
Korea might look like, including the number, location, and even presence of U.S. troops in Korea and a pledge to keep the peninsula nuclearfree. Any discussion with China regarding desired outcomes or future
developments on the Korean peninsula would have to be based on full,
prior U.S. coordination with allies in Seoul and Tokyo.

U.S .-Japan Alliance
and Kore an Pen i nsula
The emergence of a new government in Japan under the Democratic
Party of Japan (DPJ) in September 2009 is a historic development following more than five decades of rule by the Liberal Democratic Party.
This development by itself may not shift Japan’s policy toward North
Korea in the near term, but recent friction and uncertainty in the U.S.Japan alliance (in part over disagreement on the relocation of the U.S.
air base at Futenma to another site) could become a new variable in
the overall international approach to the North Korean nuclear problem. Although there appears to be little likelihood that Japan would
take independent initiatives toward North Korea before its summer
2010 Upper House election, a DPJ-led government might eventually
consider the possibility of pursuing renewed bilateral diplomacy with
North Korea.
Japan faces near-term and long-term challenges in its relations with
North Korea. The near-term challenge has two aspects. The first is
related to the Japanese public’s strong expectation that its government
will focus on the accounting for missing Japanese citizens abducted or
presumed abducted by North Korea. This issue involves a number of
Japanese citizens kidnapped by North Koreans from Japanese soil (and
perhaps from abroad) in the 1970s and 1980s whose whereabouts have
not been satisfactorily investigated. To Japan, the U.S. position appears
to be too narrowly focused on a denuclearization-for-normalization
deal. Critics in Japan say that the United States has failed to take into
account the fervent Japanese desire to see progress on the abduction
issue. Without North Korean cooperation on this issue, substantive
Japanese assistance, as part of any denuclearization agreement, will
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prove difficult. To the extent that Japanese politicians and the Japanese
public continue to make the abduction issue Japan’s foremost priority,
Japan is unlikely to contribute effectively to diplomatic efforts focused
on denuclearization through the Six Party Talks.
A second aspect of Japan’s near-term challenge is Japanese expectations and anxieties over whether the United States can be depended on
to defend it from North Korean aggression. These anxieties were compounded by the U.S. decision during the George W. Bush administration to reengage in the Six Party Talks after initially taking a hard-line
position against North Korea’s nuclear and illicit activities. This change
in approach was seen in Japan as an about-face. The Bush administration’s October 2008 decision to take North Korea off the terrorist list
in return for its incomplete declaration of its nuclear facilities was particularly damaging to U.S.-Japan relations. The 1998 North Korean
Taepodong test and North Korea’s 2006 missile test also reminded
the Japanese public that North Korea’s missile delivery systems pose
a direct threat to nearby Japan, yet missiles are not yet publicly on the
U.S. diplomatic agenda or the agenda of the Six Party Talks. Thus,
Japanese concerns about the reliability of U.S. security guarantees and
North Korea’s missile program cause Japan to be suspicious of any U.S.
efforts to negotiate directly with North Korea about its nuclear weapons program.
The longer-term dilemma relates to Japanese concerns about what
a future unified Korea might look like. Japan and Korea have a complicated historical relationship, and Japan worries that Korean reunification might alter the status quo on the Korean peninsula in ways that
could be detrimental to Japan. If a unified Korea is hostile to Japan, it
would fuel long-standing Japanese security concerns. Japanese uncertainty about the future orientation of the Korean peninsula affects its
role in the six-party process and causes it to be cautious rather than
assertive.
The United States should continue to reassure Japan that progress
on denuclearization will not come at the expense of Japan’s concerns
about abductees, and at the same time make clear to North Korea that it
cannot neglect the abductee issue in talks with Japan. The United States
should coordinate closely with Japan on any future missile negotiations
with North Korea while continuing to strengthen missile defense capabilities against the North Korean threat.
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Russia and t he Kore an Pen i nsula
Russia has historically played a role on the Korean peninsula, but its
capacity to influence the security situation there is low. Its participation in the Six Party Talks affirms Russia’s relevance and role in Northeast Asian affairs despite its current relative lack of regional influence.
Russia supports the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula and welcomes progress toward inter-Korean reconciliation and possible unification, but has relatively few diplomatic or other resources available
to contribute to the process. As a result, Russia’s sway in diplomatic
efforts to achieve North Korea’s denuclearization has been marginal.
Nonetheless, Russia maintains a long-term geostrategic interest
in Korean stability. Russian security concerns would arise only in the
event of a single great power assuming a dominant role on the peninsula. Russia would welcome a unified Korea that is friendly or neutral
and would oppose the continuation of a U.S. military presence in a unified Korea. But Korean reunification is unlikely to have a direct effect on
Russia’s vital security interests.26
The Task Force finds that the North Korea challenge is one in which
the United States and Russia have overlapping concerns and no great
difference of view. The Task Force further notes that the Six Party Talks
provide a forum for positive and constructive U.S.-Russia cooperation
and coordination, which helps to build trust and foster ties that may be
useful in other areas, such as Iran. Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr.,
for example, has credited Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START)
negotiations with Russia for strengthening “the global consensus that
nations who violate their NPT obligations should be held to account.”27
Moreover, as a member of the UN Security Council, a nuclear
weapons state, and a longtime participant in nuclear arms and cooperative threat reduction activities, Russia may have important skills and
technical expertise to contribute in practical terms to North Korea’s
denuclearization process. For example, Moscow has shown interest
in developing railway and energy links in the region that could provide
North Korea with economic development benefits in the context of
denuclearization. Although its role and interest in the forum has been
relatively passive, Russia values its participation in the Six Party Talks
and has the potential to make technical contributions if North Korea
moves to denuclearize.
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The new START treaty, signed by presidents Obama and Dmitry
Medvedev in April 2010, provides a strategic context for cooperation
to address North Korea as a state that violated NPT obligations and
withdrew from the treaty. Obama administration statements imply
that renewed U.S.-Russia steps toward disarmament should be accompanied by commensurate responsibilities among nonnuclear states
to uphold commitments to denuclearization, including application
of pressure against North Korea and Iran as challengers to the treaty.
The United States should deepen diplomatic coordination with Russia
regarding policy toward North Korea and encourage Russia’s continued involvement in and tangible contributions to multilateral efforts to
denuclearize North Korea.

U.S .-Sou t h Kore a Alliance
Inter-Korean relations deteriorated rapidly with the February 2008
inauguration of Lee Myung-bak as president of South Korea, whose
more skeptical approach to North Korea overturned a decade of progressive efforts to engage the North and promote peaceful coexistence.
North Korea responded with numerous aggressive statements and
threats of attack, although its conventional military capabilities lag far
behind the South.
The divergence of priorities between the United States and South
Korea on policy toward North Korea has been a continuing challenge
for the U.S.-South Korea alliance since the negotiation of the Agreed
Framework in the early 1990s. The Republic of Korea’s (ROK) priorities have understandably been focused on the peninsula, favoring
stability and engagement, while the United States has larger global
concerns about proliferation and ramifications beyond the peninsula.
Ongoing consultations are needed to bridge this gap in perspectives,
which results from the U.S. view about the dangers of North Korean
proliferation potential compared with South Korea’s prioritization of
the need for peninsular stability.
With the exception of a short period during the Clinton and Kim
Dae-jung administrations in 1999–2000, when both the United States
and South Korea were pursuing active engagement with North Korea,
the management of differences between Washington and Seoul in their
approaches to North Korea has required frequent attention. Alliance
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coordination on North Korea became a major source of difficulty
during the Bush and Roh administrations and even limited military
planning for North Korean contingencies.
These differences in priorities, however, have been minimized as a
result of Lee Myung-bak’s strong commitment to North Korea’s denuclearization and the breakdown of the Six Party Talks in late 2008. This
commitment was reflected during South Korea’s 2007 presidential election campaign, when Lee announced his “Denuclearization, Openness,
3,000” policy. As Lee reiterated in his inaugural address, he committed
to make South Korean investments in North Korea with the objective
of raising North Korea’s per capita GDP to $3,000. These investments
would be conditioned on North Korea pursuing policies of denuclearization and openness to the outside world.28
The Lee administration came into office in February 2008 determined to restore U.S.-ROK alliance coordination toward North Korea,
effectively aligning its priority of denuclearization with that of the
United States. Although this emphasis has caused tensions in interKorea relations, the Lee administration’s approach improved relations
between the United States and South Korea at the end of the Bush
administration and under the Obama administration. It also deprives
North Korea of the leverage with which it had previously exploited differences between Washington and Seoul. The Lee Myung-bak administration’s emphasis on denuclearization brings U.S. and South Korean
policies closer in line with each other. At the same time, it is possible
that South Korea’s aversion to coercive or military options that might
lead to instability on the peninsula could come into conflict with American measures to pursue counterproliferation or prevent transfers that
might enable nuclear terrorism.
The Lee administration’s prudent and careful response to the suspicious sinking of a South Korean corvette in disputed waters in the
West Sea on March 26, 2010—starting with the establishment of an
international investigation team and its determination to work closely
with the United States in responding to the incident—has further bolstered confidence in Washington regarding President Lee’s leadership
and commitment to the alliance. This incident will require continued close coordination between the United States and South Korea,
including joint consultations on available response options now that
North Korea is indisputably tied to the incident. As a practical matter,
the incident will effectively suspend any diplomatic engagement with
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North Korea until the South Korean government is prepared to resume
those efforts.

Con t i ngency Plann i ng
North Korea’s refusal to return to the path of denuclearization heightens the prospect of diplomatic confrontation and rising regional tensions. Moreover, North Korea’s economic situation remains dire
because the regime is unable to provide for the needs of its people.
In addition, Kim Jong-il’s efforts to establish a hereditary succession
by designating his third son as his successor may or may not succeed.
Given the uncertainties and associated risks related to North Korea’s
future, it is necessary and sensible for its neighbors to consider the
possibility of volatility in North Korea and plan for its possible effects.
Planning for contingencies in North Korea is not the same as predicting instability or pursuing a policy that induces instability; however,
it is prudent to consider how to respond to instability as part of the
full range of possible outcomes in dealing with North Korea.29 Contingency planning also provides an opportunity to identify potential
areas of misunderstanding or disagreement between the United States,
South Korea, and others, improve coordination mechanisms, and identify needed resources. Moreover, participating in dialogue about future
scenarios reassures China, Japan, and South Korea that their concerns
about instability are being taken seriously. Believing that the negative
repercussions of increased pressure on North Korea will be satisfactorily managed may allow them to consider stronger, tougher measures
against North Korea.
It is difficult to know with certainty what will happen in North Korea
as a result of a leadership succession; there is a strong possibility, however, that a contested or failed succession would lead to a breakdown
of political control and the development of humanitarian or other challenges. These would pose political, security, or humanitarian spillover
effects to North Korea’s neighbors, principally South Korea and China.
Contingency planning is made more challenging by the fact that no
neighbor of North Korea wants to be seen as pursuing such a plan at
the expense of diplomacy. Planning for Kim’s departure feeds North
Korean paranoia about the intentions of its neighbors. The Task Force
believes that the United States and South Korea should deepen quiet
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discussions to forge a “whole-of-alliance” approach—which should
then be expanded to include Japan, and then China and Russia—to
enhance preparedness to respond to potential political instability in the
North.30 As discussed in the China section, the Task Force also calls
for a U.S. strategic dialogue with China to discuss the future of the
peninsula.
These discussions would develop a shared understanding of the various challenges, the preferred responses and objectives of the parties,
the available resources that might be brought to bear to contain instability and restore security, and how to avoid the use of nuclear weapons
and ensure the security of North Korea’s nuclear weapons and nuclear
materials in the event of lost central government control.
The establishment of discussions on these issues would provide an
important opportunity to clear misunderstanding, build trust, and
develop plans that would reduce the possibility of uncoordinated or
conflicting responses to instability in North Korea.

A Comprehensive Agenda

This Task Force’s primary focus has been on how the United States and
its allies should respond to North Korea’s nuclear development; however, several other issues on the bilateral agenda have received relatively
little international attention but must also be addressed. North Korea’s
missile program is a significant concern because advancements in this
area will allow North Korea to deliver a nuclear weapon. In addition, the
abysmal human rights situation in North Korea looms large. Finally, a
persistent challenge for the United States has been how to improve the
effectiveness of humanitarian aid to the North Korean people.

Nort h Kore a’ s M issi le De velopmen t
Efforts
As North Korea’s nuclear tests have drawn attention from the United
States and the international community, its missile development has
proceeded in parallel. North Korea’s missile development has drawn
censure, but the George W. Bush administration chose not to address
missiles as part of the six-party agenda. The Task Force emphasizes that
stopping North Korea’s missile development should be a high-priority
issue for the Obama administration and the international community.
The threat of North Korea’s missile program cannot be overstated.
The development of an adequate delivery capacity would enable North
Korea to expand the scope of its arsenal and threaten or actually deliver
a nuclear strike to its neighbors.
North Korea’s intercontinental missile capability emerged as a
significant concern in August 1998, when North Korea launched its
first Taepodong missile in an effort it claimed was the launch of a satellite. In 2006, the North Koreans tested a multistage missile, but the
test failed less than a minute after the launch. North Korea has also
30
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conducted periodic tests of short- and medium-range missiles since
2006, especially in 2009. There has been occasional discussion of the
need to add missiles to the six-party agenda, but the issue has not been
formally taken up, in part because the nuclear issue has been deemed
more urgent.
North Korea’s earlier announcement of a multistage rocket launch
carrying an artificial satellite payload in April 2009 was designed
to evade international censure. The reasons for this test appear to
have been driven by internal political considerations related to North
Korea’s efforts to put into place a leadership succession process from
Kim Jong-il to his third son, Kim Jong-eun. North Korea launched a
similar missile test in the week before Kim Jong-il’s formal assumption
of power in September 1998, presumably as a show of strength. The
April 2009 test, only hours before Obama’s speech in Prague announcing his commitment to promoting global nuclear weapons reductions,
drew immediate condemnation from the Obama administration and
the international community.
Given the need to constrain North Korean missile development and
the fact that efforts to address the missile issue have not previously been
a part of the six-party agenda, the Task Force recommends that the
United States pursue bilateral negotiations with North Korea confined
to the missile issue and separate from denuclearization talks, which
should occur in the six-party framework. The first task of this negotiating effort would be to convince the DPRK to recommit to a moratorium
on missile tests as negotiations over its nuclear and missile programs
continue. North Korea’s expanded missile delivery capacity must be
factored in to South Korean defense efforts, including strengthening
missile defense and developing additional response capabilities necessary to offset that capability.
At the same time, the United States should continue to strengthen
missile defense coordination with Japan and South Korea to install
proper defenses against any expansion in North Korean capabilities.
With the consent of Japan and South Korea, the United States might
consider declaring a willingness to pursue preemptive actions against
future North Korean missile launches to reinforce existing UN Security Council resolutions against North Korean long-range missile
tests.31
Of concern to the United States is the potential for North Korea to
proliferate its existing weapons materials and technologies to other
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state or nonstate actors, particularly Iran. North Korea and Iran are
known to have shared technology and information with each other as
part of their respective missile development programs.32 And there
are strong suspicions that cooperation between them extends to the
nuclear field, including possibly both uranium- and plutonium-based
nuclear development efforts.33
Cooperation in the missile field is long-standing and well known,
with North Korean and Iranian scientists reportedly even present to
observe their respective missile tests. In addition, there are indications
that North Korea’s technical assistance to Syria to build a small-scale
nuclear plant for plutonium production may have been leaked to Iran.
Some estimates of the value of North Korea-Iran annual trade in these
illicit areas run as high as $2 billion in recent years.34
The possibility of further cooperation is of great concern to the
United States and the international community. It directly challenges
international norms embodied by the NPT, defies UNSC Resolutions
1718 and 1874, and challenges the capacity of member states to implement UNSC Resolution 1540, which requires cooperation to prevent
the international transfer of fissile materials.35 UNSC Resolution 1874
seeks to prevent additional DPRK imports of sensitive technologies or
components that might be used to improve North Korea’s missile development capabilities.36 The Task Force calls on all parties to implement
these measures strictly in order to constrain further progress in North
Korea’s development of a missile delivery capability or risk facing the
consequences that would result from an even more dangerous North
Korea with the capability to deliver a nuclear device to any part of South
Korea or Japan.

Human R ights
The Task Force continues to be deeply concerned about deplorable conditions in North Korea and strongly decries human rights abuses under
the current regime. As the leadership has enriched itself and operated
a vast prison camp system to control the population and punish its
political enemies, the North Korean people have suffered extreme poverty and devastating famines that have led to food shortages and lack
of essential services. The totalitarian regime asserts almost complete
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control over its populace and does not allow basic political freedoms.
Free speech is severely curtailed and any perceived opposition to or
criticism of the leadership is brutally suppressed.37
North Korea has routinely been cited as having the world’s worst
human rights practices by the Heritage Foundation’s Freedom Index
and other global surveys.38 The United States cannot seek to improve
relations with North Korea without taking significant steps to bring its
human rights conditions up to international standards. Not addressing North Korea’s most serious human rights failings will also make
it impossible for the U.S. Congress to cooperate with the U.S. administration to provide financial support for any effort to improve U.S.DPRK bilateral relations.
The North denounces criticism of its human rights record as anti–
North Korean propaganda designed to undermine its regime and attack
its legitimacy. Yet it appears susceptible to international criticisms of
its human rights policies, as illustrated by the North Korean media’s
defensive responses and the regime’s (failing) efforts to keep the worst
human rights practices hidden from international scrutiny. Indeed, the
Kim regime’s desperate desire for international recognition and approbation may offer an opening for increased efforts to improve the lot of
its people.
There has been almost no success in establishing official channels
for dialogue on human rights with the DPRK. However, international
activism designed to draw public attention to, and thereby increase,
international pressure to deal with North Korean human rights abuses
has grown, fueled by an increasing flow of North Korean refugees to
South Korea during the past decade. The number of North Korean
defectors to the South passed 16,000 in 2009, according to the ROK
Ministry of Unification, with annual flows reaching more than 3,000.39
American human rights activists have played a major role in drawing international attention to the cause of North Korean human rights
since the late 1990s by bringing North Korean refugees to Capitol
Hill to spotlight their stories, developing a global network of activists
dedicated to the issue, and publishing research on important aspects
of North Korean human rights suppression, including the appalling
situation in North Korean concentration camps. These efforts have
catalyzed attention to the North Korean human rights issue in the U.S.
Congress and led to the passage of the North Korean Human Rights
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Act in 2004 and a revised act in 2008. This legislation has encouraged
the U.S. government to accept more North Korean refugees for resettlement in the United States, promoted the appointment of a North Korea
human rights envoy, and authorized some funding in support of organizations that have promoted human rights advocacy or been involved in
providing assistance to North Korean refugees in their efforts to come
to the United States.
The Task Force applauds U.S. congressional efforts to call attention
to these concerns. It is important that North Korea’s human rights situation be addressed as a critical issue in any U.S.-DPRK bilateral talks
and that the U.S. administration’s human rights envoy participate as a
full member of the negotiating team in future negotiations with North
Korea. Human rights efforts should not be linked to nuclear negotiations but should be a part of any U.S.-DPRK bilateral negotiation on
the improvement of diplomatic relations. The U.S. human rights envoy
should actively support international efforts to pressure North Korea for
failing to live up to international standards, and the United States should
increase its investment in Korean language radio programming and
other efforts to disseminate information to the North Korean people.

Human i tar ian Ai d
North Korea’s systemic failure to provide enough food to meet the
needs of its people has resulted in a chronic need for imports from its
neighbors and the international community. A famine prompted by
natural disasters and economic mismanagement killed hundreds of
thousands of North Koreans in the 1990s. North Korea’s food situation
has worsened following the country’s botched 2009 currency revaluation and accompanying confiscatory measures, leading to further
impoverishment and fueled inflation.
In recent months, South Korea has restricted donations of fertilizer and rice that had been supplied on a humanitarian basis under the
engagement policies of previous governments. In addition, the North
Korean leadership abruptly halted U.S.-funded international food relief
through the UN World Food Program and through various American
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Moreover, the worldwide
price of grains on the international market has risen, influencing the
price and availability of grain in North Korea’s farmers’ markets.
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The people of North Korea cannot be left to suffer the consequences
of its leadership’s failures without a response from the international
community. The United States signaled recently that it would consider
resuming food aid to North Korea if Pyongyang moves to lift the yearold refusal of its humanitarian assistance.
Food aid—mainly from China, the United States, and South
Korea—has been essential in addressing North Korea’s chronic food
deficits for more than a decade. The United States has provided North
Korea with more than $1.2 billion in aid since 1995, about 60 percent of
which has paid for food aid and 40 percent for energy aid.40 The Task
Force notes that humanitarian aid to North Korea has had several benefits, including helping to meet the urgent needs of the North Korean
people, underscoring American support for the people of North Korea
while upholding American ideals, limiting refugee flows, and socializing North Korean authorities to international standards for provision
of assistance.
Future humanitarian aid provision should be structured so that it
does not strengthen the North Korean leadership and does not damage
the existing important role of farmers’ markets in North Korean daily
life. Reports have indicated a high level of North Korean dependency on
external aid and evidence of aid diversion to the military or of resale in
the market. But the United States can provide aid in ways that maximize
humanitarian benefits while limiting manipulation by the regime, such
as providing lower-quality grains not preferred by the North Korean
elite and targeting aid geographically, though it is difficult for the United
States to independently determine where the greatest needs exist.41
In considering the resumption of food aid to the North, the Obama
administration must also consider whether to condition assistance on
access and monitoring and whether to pressure China to base food
aid on similar conditions.42 The Task Force supports past U.S. government efforts to condition humanitarian assistance on the DPRK’s
acceptance of internationally accepted standards for monitoring and
delivery to ensure that aid is delivered to the intended recipients. It
recommends that all states coordinate and implement conditions for
monitoring of humanitarian aid consistent with international standards. North Korean authorities have thus far resisted efforts to conduct independent nutrition surveys to evaluate the overall health and
needs of the population, and have instead determined the distribution
end points for aid and imposed restrictions on monitoring.
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Another challenge of aid is that though the market is the most effective means of distributing food, assistance may have market-distorting
effects. Efforts should be made to promote the financing of small-scale
development projects and micro-lending in local communities, pending the negotiation of international accountability and monitoring standards and joint technical implementation of such programs by NGOs.

U.S.-South Korea Relations

Strong alliance coordination with South Korea has ensured peninsular stability for more than five decades, initially in response to North
Korea’s conventional threat and now in promoting a coordinated
response to North Korea’s efforts to develop nuclear weapons. While
successfully deterring North Korea, the alliance also provided the political stability necessary for South Korea’s economic and political transformation into a leading market economy with a vibrant democratic
political system. South Korea’s democratic transformation has allowed
a more robust and enduring partnership with the United States that
also applies to a growing list of regional and global security, economic,
and political issues beyond North Korea.
Presidents Obama and Lee recognized the potential for such cooperation through the adoption of a Joint Vision Statement at their White
House meeting in June 2009.43 Citing shared values between the two
countries, the statement outlines an agenda for broadened global cooperation on peacekeeping, postconflict stabilization, and development
assistance, as well as for addressing a wide range of common challenges
to human security, including “terrorism, proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction, piracy, organized crime and narcotics, climate
change, poverty, infringement on human rights, energy security, and
epidemic disease.”44
The Joint Vision Statement also underscores U.S. commitments to
defend South Korea from North Korea’s nuclear challenge by providing
extended deterrence to protect South Korea—that is, a pledge to use its
nuclear arsenal in response to any nuclear attack on South Korea—and
to transition the role of U.S. forces in South Korea from a leading to a
supporting role. It also pledges to strengthen bilateral economic, trade,
and investment ties through ratification of the Korea-U.S. Free Trade
Agreement (KORUS FTA).
The Task Force believes that the Joint Vision Statement constitutes a valuable foundation for U.S.-ROK cooperation and should
37
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be implemented fully. The Korean decision in late 2009 to provide a
Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) to Afghanistan is a welcome
contribution to the global security issue at the top of the Obama administration’s agenda, and South Korea’s role as host and chair of the
Group of Twenty (G20) summit in 2010 and the 2012 nuclear security
summit is a basis on which the United States and South Korea can build
cooperation to manage recovery from the global financial crisis.
The role of the alliance as a platform for constructive South Korean
regional diplomacy is likely to become more important in the context
of rising Chinese influence. When paired with the U.S.-Japan alliance,
which is based on a complementary set of values and interests, the
U.S.-led alliance system in Northeast Asia is a cornerstone for regional
stability and provides a framework for promoting East Asian security
cooperation.
This report highlights two pending issues in the Joint Vision Statement that need attention: the implementation of revised operational
control (OPCON) arrangements set to take place by April 17, 2012, and
the ratification of the KORUS FTA facing both legislatures.

Re vised Arrangemen ts
for Operat ional Con trol
U.S. forces have been stationed in South Korea since the end of the
Korean War in 1953. The South Korea-U.S. Combined Forces Command (CFC) was established in 1978 to manage combined forces. The
United States Forces Korea (USFK) includes ground, air, and naval
divisions of the U.S. armed forces. The presence of U.S. troops on
the peninsula has served both as a reassurance to the people of South
Korea and as a point of contention among competing political parties
in South Korea.
A decision to revise OPCON arrangements, including dismantling
the CFC structure and replacing it with separate South Korean and
U.S. commands in Korea, was initiated by the Roh Moo-hyun administration. Roh’s progressive administration believed that the existing
CFC arrangement both impinged on South Korea’s sovereignty and
underscored the inherent inequality of the U.S.-ROK alliance relationship. Many Korean conservatives, including some retired generals’ and
veterans’ associations, opposed the decision on the grounds that the
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move would weaken South Korea’s deterrent against the North; they
gathered almost ten million signatures in a campaign protesting the
new arrangements.
The George W. Bush administration and Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld accepted the Roh administration’s initiative and put it on
a fast track, with both sides agreeing at a 2007 Security Consultative
Meeting to put revised OPCON arrangements into effect between
March of 2010 and April 17, 2012.45 USFK and the South Korean Ministry of National Defense have implemented preparations for the revision, using annual joint exercises to test new arrangements and assess
the ability of both sides to communicate with each other effectively. The
Task Force does not contest the decision to implement new arrangements but believes that the transfer should not be rushed.
A number of adjustments have been made to ensure continuity of
capabilities and a smooth transition to the new arrangements. These
include the decision to maintain a single, coordinated operational plan
for responding to North Korean aggression, to continue using the U.S.
command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence (C4I)
platform for the foreseeable future, and to continue supporting the
ROK in the provision of air and intelligence capabilities in the event of
a conflict.
While applauding the efforts of the two militaries to prepare for
OPCON transfer, the Task Force believes that the chief criterion for its
implementation should be condition rather than deadline based. The
deadline comes during a presidential election year in South Korea, running the risk that the issue could be politicized during the campaign.
Additionally, the Task Force notes that the April 17 deadline falls only
two days after the hundredth anniversary of Kim Il-sung’s birth, creating an opportunity for the DPRK to exploit the transfer for domestic
propaganda purposes by declaring that the United States is retreating
in the face of North Korea’s increasing strength.

Rat i ficat ion of KORUS FTA
KORUS FTA is the United States’ first free trade agreement with a
major Asian economy and its largest trade deal since the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The agreement would lift some
85 percent of each nation’s tariffs on industrial goods. The KORUS
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FTA was negotiated under the George W. Bush and Roh Moo-Hyun
administrations, but neither administration had submitted the agreement for legislative ratification by the end of their respective terms.
As of now, it has not been approved by either the U.S. Congress or the
National Assembly of South Korea.
The Task Force strongly supports the agreement. The benefits to
both sides would be substantial—it would be good for U.S. companies
and would strengthen the U.S.-Korea relationship—and the repercussions of failing to ratify it would be significant. The Task Force concedes that it will be a tough sell to the U.S. Congress amid the current
partisan political climate, especially as the midterm elections approach.
The Democratic Party has also traditionally been opposed to free trade
agreements. Nonetheless, the Task Force considers the stakes and
advantages to be sufficiently high and urges the Obama administration
to push for the deal’s ratification in 2011.
Initial obstacles to congressional consideration of the KORUS FTA
in 2008 were Korean restrictions on U.S. beef imports and prohibitive
tariffs and taxes on the sales of U.S. vehicles.46 Although the KORUS
FTA did not directly cover beef exports, senators from beef-exporting
states made clear that KORUS would not be considered until South
Korea resumed imports of American beef, which had been excluded
from the market since December 2003 over concerns and protests about
an isolated case of mad cow disease.47 The South Korean government
eventually worked out a deal with the United States under which the
beef market was partially and incrementally opened, and in the summer
of 2008 public protests began to die down.
After the 2008 U.S. elections, the global financial crisis and its
impact on the American economy dealt another setback to congressional support for free trade in 2009. The Obama administration has
faced multiple challenges and priorities during its first year in office that
have been more important than the KORUS FTA, including managing
a response to the global financial crisis and pursuing domestic healthcare reform. President Obama clearly indicated to President Lee in June
2009 that healthcare took priority over the FTA. Though the South
Korean government has shown considerable patience and understanding regarding U.S. domestic priorities, it cannot be expected to wait
indefinitely, and indeed its leaders have voiced increasing frustration in
recent months.48
The KORUS FTA faces strong opposition from some of the Obama
administration’s core constituencies, including labor. Congressional
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opposition to the KORUS FTA has primarily come from representatives with close ties to the auto sector, which worries about Korean
competition. Additional negotiations between the United States and
South Korea will be necessary to address concerns regarding several
auto sector provisions in the agreement, but they have not yet taken
place, in part because the Obama administration has been slow to
establish a clear policy on trade.49 At this stage, there is no reliable
prediction regarding the timing of intergovernmental negotiations
or when the administration might formally submit the agreement to
Congress for ratification.
The Task Force believes that the KORUS FTA would enhance the
competitiveness of American companies in South Korea and in Asia.
Failure to ratify it would give other countries an advantage over the
United States in the growing South Korean market. Congress would do
well to note that South Korea and the European Union (EU) recently
forged an FTA that uses the same template as the one used for negotiation of the KORUS FTA.50 If the Korea-EU agreement goes into force
first, EU companies will have an advantage over U.S. competitors in a
range of sectors because they will enjoy lower Korean tariffs than their
American counterparts.51
China uses FTAs to strengthen its political relations in Asia, but
most of its agreements do not include trade liberalization measures. By
holding up the KORUS FTA, Congress is placing the United States at a
disadvantage by losing the opportunity to drive Asian trade liberalization and allowing China to set the pace on regional trade arrangements.
China is currently pressing South Korea to join a three-way Northeast
Asian trade arrangement that would form the basis of an Asian bloc
that may ultimately prove discriminatory to U.S. market access.
The KORUS FTA also helps bind the United States and South Korea
more closely together strategically, economically, and politically.52 The
economic significance of the KORUS FTA is substantial, but the opportunity to bring South Korea closer to the United States as a partner—
especially given that China is currently South Korea’s primary trade
and investment partner—is significant. Failure to approve the agreement would send a negative message: that despite South Korea’s role
and significance as one of the top twenty economies in the world, there
are limits to U.S. economic and, by extension, strategic cooperation
with South Korea. Following U.S. midterm elections and in the context
of steady U.S. economic improvement, ratification of the KORUS FTA
should be a top Obama administration priority for 2011.

Recommendations

North Korea’s bid to gain international recognition as a nuclear weapons state has negative ramifications for global, regional, and peninsular stability. The United States must pursue a comprehensive North
Korean strategy to prevent onward proliferation, block vertical proliferation, and press for denuclearization. Despite the Obama administration’s rhetorical support for these objectives, its commitment seems to
be intermittent.
The Task Force supports the Obama administration’s efforts to build
regional cohesion, premised on strong U.S.-ROK and U.S.-Japan alliance-based policy coordination, as the basis for a collective approach to
denuclearization of the Korean peninsula through the Six Party Talks.
The Task Force urges continued efforts to secure China’s cooperation, including the development of a strategic understanding between
the United States and China that is based on prior consultations with
allies in South Korea and Japan. Based on shared interests in regional
stability and a nonnuclear Korean peninsula, the United States should
attempt to allay China’s suspicions of its strategic intentions in order to
expand the basis for cooperation to denuclearize the Korean peninsula.
To best address North Korea’s continuing nuclear challenge, the
United States needs to provide political leadership in cooperation with
regional counterparts to roll back North Korea’s nuclear development,
coordinate actions designed to contain the spillover effects of possible
North Korean instability while insisting that North Korea give up its
destabilizing course of action, and affirm that one prerequisite to a
normal U.S.-DPRK relationship is a denuclearized North Korea.
The Task Force is concerned about the potential repercussions of
the sinking of the South Korean warship in March 2010. The findings
of the international investigation, which blamed North Korea for firing
a torpedo that sank Seoul’s warship and killed forty-six sailors, were
released as this report went to press. The Task Force applauds South
Korea’s careful investigation and close coordination with the United
42
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States and supports efforts to prevent escalation. The Task Force is
sympathetic to Seoul’s imposition of sanctions against the North and
endorses the move to take the incident to the UNSC. The Task Force
acknowledges that a resumption of negotiations is unlikely in the near
future, as long as tensions between the two Koreas remain high.

U.S . Pr ior i t i e s
The Task Force believes that the Obama administration should deal
with North Korea’s policy challenges in the following order:
–– Prevent horizontal proliferation. North Korea’s nuclear weapons program poses a serious horizontal proliferation threat, as evidenced by
its documented exports to Libya and to Syria and by the potential of
nuclear exports to or cooperation with Iran. The United States must
also be concerned that a failing regime or new leadership in North
Korea might sell fissile material to the highest bidder, and about a
situation in which control of its stockpile of fissile material could be
jeopardized. North Korean horizontal proliferation would potentially result in a direct threat to U.S. national security and regional
stability.
–– Stop vertical proliferation. North Korea’s continued vertical proliferation efforts, including the conduct of additional long-range missile or
nuclear tests, will eventually allow it to acquire the ability to deliver a
nuclear weapon on its missiles and hold Japan and some U.S. assets at
risk. It could also potentially lead to a response expansion of nuclear
weapons states in northeast Asia.
–– Denuclearize. North Korea’s bid for nuclear weapons status poses
a challenge to the global nuclear nonproliferation regime and sets a
worrisome precedent for other states that might consider challenging the regime.
–– Plan for contingencies. Potential North Korean instability, including
the possibility of refugee flows, loss of regime control over nuclear
weapons or fissile material, and prolonged internal chaos, would
have a negative influence on regional stability and affect the dynamics of interstate relations in Northeast Asia.
–– Promote engagement. North Korea’s isolation sustains the political
control of the current leadership, whereas exposure to the outside
world could eventually lead to regime transformation. Expanded
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educational exchanges and broadened access to information about
the outside world will increase the likelihood that the North Korean
people will see beyond the lies iterated by their leaders and insist on
North Korea’s integration with the rest of the world.
–– Improve the situation for the North Korean people. North Korea’s
shameful human rights situation and failure to meet the needs of its
people is a human tragedy that should be addressed by U.S. humanitarian assistance and other measures to improve human rights conditions inside North Korea.
The Task Force finds that the efforts taken thus far by the United
States and its partners are insufficient to fully prevent North Korea’s
onward or vertical proliferation or to roll back its nuclear program. The
United States must seek to resolve rather than simply manage the challenge posed by a nuclear North Korea. Resolving these issues would
also allow the implementation of an effective U.S. humanitarian and
human rights policy toward North Korea.

Contain Horizontal Proliferation
The United States and its allies should heighten vigilance against the
possibility of a transfer of nuclear weapons technologies or fissile material from North Korea and strengthen the capacity to carry out effective
counterproliferation measures. This effort requires greater coordination and more intrusive measures toward North Korea by the international community as part of the implementation of UNSC Resolution
1874. In addition, activities undertaken under the Proliferation Security
Initiative (PSI), a voluntary effort by states to enhance coordination and
expand their capacity to prevent proliferation, are designed to prevent
transfer of nuclear-related materials.
The United States should inform North Korea that any instance of
horizontal proliferation—or any incident of nuclear terrorism involving the unexplained transfer of nuclear materials to nonstate actors—
is a direct threat to the United States and would potentially invite
direct retaliation, following the model of the September 2007 Israeli
strike on a North Korean–model nuclear reactor under construction
in Syria.
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–– The United States should lead efforts with its allies under UNSC
Resolution 1874 to strengthen export controls and monitor trade
with North Korea to prevent the import of sensitive dual-use technologies to limit, if not cap, North Korea’s nuclear weapons and missile development efforts.
–– Full implementation of Resolution 1874 would also limit North
Korean exports of nuclear or missile-related technologies through
interdiction activities, serve notice to potential customers that transfers from North Korea are under strict scrutiny, and pressure North
Korea to return to the path of denuclearization.
–– The decision to appoint Ambassador Philip Goldberg as coordinator for the implementation of UNSC Resolution 1874 provided initial focus and evidence of the Obama administration’s commitment
to implement the UN resolution in the months following its adoption by the Security Council. However, with Goldberg’s subsequent
appointment as the State Department’s assistant secretary for intelligence and research, the spotlight within the administration appears
to have shifted away from implementation. The Task Force recommends that the Obama administration continue active efforts to
implement UNSC Resolution 1874, either by continuing Goldberg’s
active attention to this issue or appointing another high-level official with the responsibility for ongoing efforts to promote sanctions
implementation.

Contain Vertical Proliferation
North Korea’s unconstrained efforts to develop a missile delivery capability for its nuclear arsenal would dramatically expand its ability to
threaten its neighbors and further complicate prospects for reversing
its nuclear program.
–– The Task Force recommends that the Obama administration test
North Korean willingness to open bilateral negotiations on a permanent missile testing moratorium by authorizing high-level bilateral negotiations with North Korea confined to the specific task of
negotiating a missile moratorium. The opening of bilateral missile
negotiations would provide an opportunity for direct U.S.-DPRK
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interaction—to avoid dependence on China as an intermediary—
without compromising the Six Party Talks as the appropriate venue
for denuclearization talks.
–– Bilateral missile negotiations should seek a moratorium on North
Korean missile development activities in return for reversible U.S.
assurances and steps designed to show that U.S. policy toward North
Korea is not hostile, such as the establishment of a liaison office in
North Korea.
–– Specific forms of humanitarian and energy assistance along the lines
of generators provided for use in North Korean hospitals might be
provided to North Korea as inducements, as long as they are delivered in conformity with international standards for the provision of
humanitarian aid.
–– The United States should lead efforts to broaden the scope and
strength of UNSC resolutions in the event that North Korea’s continued missile development results in violations of the resolutions
already on the books.
–– North Korea’s missile development should be dealt with through
stepped-up export controls of critical components that might facilitate the technical capacity of North Korea to develop medium- and
long-range missiles.
–– The United States and Japan should consult on measures to address
North Korea’s medium- and long-range missiles, including the existing deployments of an estimated three hundred Rodong missiles
capable of reaching Japan. These midrange missiles have not been
included in past efforts to freeze North Korean development of intercontinental ballistic missile technology but have a direct bearing on
Japan’s security.
–– The United States and Japan should continue to develop missile
defense capabilities as one measure that should protect Japan from
the possibility of a missile strike from North Korea. The United
States should also extend its cooperation on missile defense to South
Korea in response to North Korea’s deployment of short- and midrange missiles.
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Press for Denuclearization
The Task Force finds that a nuclear-capable North Korea under its current leadership threatens the credibility of the global nonproliferation
regime and undermines Northeast Asia’s stability. An approach that
attempts to contain the risks of North Korean proliferation while managing to freeze nuclear and missile capabilities at their current levels is
necessary, but the Task Force finds that these steps are not enough to
achieve full denuclearization of the Korean peninsula. The Task Force
finds that the debate over nonproliferation versus denuclearization is a
false choice; the United States and its partners can and must do both by
containing proliferation while also pressing for denuclearization.
The Task Force recommends a denuclearization strategy that
includes elements of both coercion and diplomacy, requiring close consultations by the United States with allies and partners in its implementation. The Task Force affirms that the United States must take the lead
in building a consensus to address the North Korean issue as a high priority, particularly given the implications for dealing with nuclear challenges in Iran.
–– Regional cohesion (solving problems through multilateral talks) will
be a prerequisite for movement on denuclearization. The United
States should embed denuclearization objectives within a larger
framework designed to lay the foundation for regional stability. In
this regard, the United States should continue to make it clear to
North Korea that there is no prospect of diplomatic normalization
without denuclearization.
–– The Obama administration should develop plans to achieve North
Korea’s denuclearization within the next five years and launch
commensurate efforts to achieve that objective. Such an approach
would strengthen the credibility of the administration’s commitment to denuclearization of the Korean peninsula. Any acceptance
of a longer time frame would imply that the United States and North
Korea’s neighbors are willing to live with a nuclear weapons–capable North Korea.
–– The U.S. administration should, while working toward denuclearization, prioritize “three nos” as primary objectives in dealing with
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North Korea: no export of nuclear technologies, no more bombs, and
no “better” bombs. The administration should pursue counterproliferation aggressively through implementation of UN resolutions. At
the same time, it should take steps to prevent any further enhancements of North Korea’s nuclear program by negotiating a bilateral
missile moratorium and strengthening counterproliferation efforts
to constrain North Korea’s capacity to build more bombs or improve
its existing arsenal.
–– The United States should continue to pursue diplomatic engagement
with North Korea backed by coordinated pressure among North
Korea’s neighbors to implement the objectives of denuclearization,
reduce regional tension, improve U.S.-DPRK relations (including the
replacement of the Korean armistice with permanent peace arrangements on the Korean peninsula), provide economic and energy assistance, and integrate North Korea into Northeast Asia.
–– The United States should make it clear to North Korea that as the only
nuclear weapons state outside the NPT framework, it will be considered suspect number one whenever nuclear material is found in the
hands of nonstate actors or in any incident involving nuclear terrorism. The United States should declare in advance of such an incident
that, as long as North Korea is not pursuing denuclearization, it
would consider a retaliatory strike against North Korea—as one of
the most likely sources of nuclear materials that might enable such
terrorism—or a shift to active advocacy of DPRK regime change.

Plan for Contingencies
The Task Force finds that North Korea’s actions have heightened the
need for contingency planning. Discussions with partners should take
place with the understanding that though none of the parties seeks
instability in North Korea, the political, security, and broader ramifications of North Korea’s destabilizing role in the region compel coordinated preparations to limit the external impact of potential instability.
The Task Force believes that a discussion among North Korea’s neighbors would also have positive effects in building regional cooperation.
To better plan for and coordinate responses to potential scenarios on
the Korean peninsula, the Task Force recommends the following steps.
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–– The United States should deepen discussions with South Korea to
identify the obligations of each party related to the pursuit of a democratic, market-oriented unification of the Korean peninsula. Both
sides should agree on criteria that would require U.S.-ROK intervention in North Korea in the event of a system collapse. The United
States and South Korea should clarify to China the June 2009 U.S.ROK Joint Vision Statement and how it is to be implemented. The
United States and South Korea should pursue political coordination
regarding their possible responses to regime, system, or state failure in North Korea and design a “whole-of-alliance” response that is
coordinated among political and military officials on each side.
–– Given its role as a neighboring state whose interests will be affected
by North Korean instability, Japan should be brought into U.S.-ROK
discussions at an early stage as an ally of the United States and as the
provider of logistical support for any military response to volatile scenarios on the Korean peninsula.
–– Based on a clear understanding of U.S.-ROK objectives related to the
future of the Korean peninsula, the United States should initiate a
high-level strategic dialogue with China on the future of North Korea
and how to prevent it from provoking instability that might spread
to the greater region. Following this conversation, the two leaders
should authorize a three-way dialogue between the U.S., Chinese,
and South Korean governments on the situation in North Korea and
how the three might respond to the regional and spillover effects of
North Korean instability.

Promote Engagement
The nuclear stalemate has constrained the U.S. government’s ability to
promote actions that facilitate North Korea’s economic opening and
integration into the international community. U.S. policies, however,
should not restrict nongovernmental activities designed to promote
enhanced North Korean understanding of the outside world or that can
stimulate change inside North Korea. The Task Force recommends that
the Obama administration pursue forms of engagement with North
Korea that are likely to bring about change in the country, regardless of
the policies of the North Korean leadership.
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–– North Koreans should be encouraged to participate in nongovernmental exchange programs in the United States in nontechnical areas
on an unconditional basis without regard to the immediate political
environment and subject to existing review and approval by the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security.
–– The Obama administration should adopt a visa policy that provides maximum space for nongovernmental forms of engagement
designed to bring North Koreans to the United States for exchanges
in a wide range of fields. Political approvals for cultural, sports, and
educational exchanges should be approved on a routine basis.
–– The administration should continue funding for Korean-language
radio broadcasts that promote the dissemination of information
inside North Korea and for programs designed to provide safe passage for North Korean refugees out of China.
–– The administration should promote the establishment of a scholarship fund for North Koreans to pursue advanced academic training
at U.S. academic institutions. Existing U.S. government–funded
scholarship programs, such as the Department of Agriculture–
sponsored Borlaug Fellows program and the Fulbright program,
should be expanded to include North Korean participation in a wide
range of areas—as long as the subjects of study are unrelated to the
nuclear science and advanced engineering fields or any other field
that might have application to North Korea’s military, nuclear, or
missile development programs.53
–– The Obama administration should change long-standing U.S. policies blocking North Korea’s participation in activities of international
financial institutions. Technical requirements for formal membership in such organizations will require North Korea to provide
effective reporting to the international financial system. The United
States, Japan, and South Korea should support activities designed to
prepare North Korea for membership in IFIs in the context of North
Korea’s continued commitment to and tangible progress toward
denuclearization.

Improve Human Rights
The Task Force is concerned about the appalling conditions in North
Korea and condemns human rights abuses under the current regime.
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North Korean performance on human rights–related issues is a direct
concern of the United States and must be addressed as an important
issue in the bilateral relationship. The Task Force supports U.S. congressional efforts to call attention to these concerns through the passage of the 2004 North Korean Human Rights Act.
–– The Task Force supports international efforts to pursue broadly
based and persistent international pressure on the North Korean
government to meet its obligations to its people according to international standards. The Task Force applauds the broad array of private
efforts to mobilize international pressure on North Korea through a
variety of forums that publicly call on North Korea to meet international human rights standards.
–– The U.S. government should expand funding for efforts to inform
the North Korean people about conditions outside North Korea
through the Korean-language services of the Voice of America and
Radio Free Asia.
–– The U.S. government should extend financial support for the education of North Korean refugees in anticipation that they may play
a pivotal role under a transformed regime that embraces openness
and reform.
–– China should live up to its obligations under international treaties to
not repatriate North Korean refugees without providing an opportunity for international examination and review of their status by the
UN High Commission for Refugees.
–– The U.S. Congress should adopt Sullivan Principles—analogous to
those that imposed human rights standards on companies investing in
South Africa under apartheid—designed to hold private sector investors accountable for investments they might make in North Korea.
–– North Korea’s human rights situation should be addressed as an
important issue in any U.S.-DPRK bilateral talks. Such efforts should
not be linked to nuclear negotiations but should be a part of any bilateral negotiation on improvement of diplomatic relations. To that end,
the administration’s current human rights envoy, Robert R. King,
should participate as a full member of the North Korean negotiating
team in future negotiations.
–– North Korea’s chronic food crisis is a symptom of a failed ideology that
promotes self-sufficiency despite the country’s inability to produce
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enough food to meet the needs of its people. The greater population
of North Korea cannot be left to suffer the consequences of its leadership’s failures without a response from the international community. The Task Force recommends that, if North Korea requests it, the
United States and South Korea resume humanitarian aid, structuring
it so as not to strengthen the North Korean leadership or damage the
existing role of farmers’ markets in North Korean daily life.
–– The U.S. government should, when providing humanitarian assistance to North Korea, allow aid providers to secure food through
Chinese markets close to North Korea. The U.S. government should
continue to provide lower-quality grains not favored by the elite, to
prevent siphoning, and distribute aid on a priority basis to peripheral areas far from Pyongyang that are not prioritized by the North
Korean government.
–– Efforts should be made to promote the financing of small-scale development projects and micro-lending in local communities, pending
the negotiation of international accountability and monitoring standards and joint technical implementation of such programs by nongovernmental organizations.

U.S .-Ch i na Cooperat ion
Chinese cooperation is essential to the success of denuclearization on
the Korean peninsula and to ensuring regional stability. Sino-U.S. cooperation to prevent proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD)
is in the mutual interests of both countries and will be a critical proving
ground for the relationship. Failure to make progress toward denuclearization of the Korean peninsula would be a significant setback for efforts
to promote a cooperative approach to regional security in Northeast
Asia. The level of China’s cooperation and involvement is the main factor
that will determine whether it is possible to achieve a strategy that goes
beyond containment and management of North Korea’s nuclear and missile aspirations to rollback.
The United States should pursue the following measures designed to
enhance prospects for China’s cooperation in dealing with North Korea.
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–– Determine that it is a top priority in U.S.-China relations to make
progress in bringing North Korea back to the path of denuclearization.
–– Engage China, on the basis of prior consultations with allies South
Korea and Japan, in a dialogue designed to provide strategic reassurance regarding U.S. intentions toward the Korean peninsula, with the
objective of expanding the level and scope of Sino-U.S. policy coordination toward North Korea.
–– Emphasize to China that because North Korea is the only state to
have joined and then walked away from the NPT, it will be treated as
the prime suspect and target of retaliation in the event of any potential act of nuclear terrorism conducted by nonstate actors.
–– Work with China to augment its export control regime and strengthen
efforts to freeze financial transfers from North Korean companies
suspected of exporting nuclear- or missile-related materials.
–– Work with China to promote the Six Party Talks as the premier venue
for negotiating the denuclearization of the Korean peninsula.

U.S .-Japan Cooperat ion
The United States should emphasize the importance of Japan’s active
involvement as part of its approach to regional cohesion. The Task
Force finds that the United States should continue to closely coordinate
North Korea policy with Japan through bilateral alliance talks.
–– An objective of talks should be to maintain alliance reassurance by
closely coordinating North Korea policy, including reiterating U.S.
commitments to extended deterrence to reassure Japan that U.S.
security assurances are credible, even against the threat of a nuclear
attack on Japan.
–– The United States and Japan should continue to work together on
missile defense to counter North Korea’s missile capabilities and on
diplomatic measures in support of negotiations with North Korea to
put a moratorium on North Korean missile testing back into place.
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–– The United States should closely coordinate with Japan in advance
of any bilateral missile talks with North Korea to ensure that Tokyo’s
concerns are fully reflected. In addition, Tokyo might consider adding
North Korea’s midrange missiles to its agenda for bilateral talks with
Pyongyang on the premise that North Korea’s Rodongs are the most
serious threat to Japan.
–– U.S.-Japan-ROK policy consultations should be strengthened
along the lines of the Trilateral Coordination and Oversight Group
(TCOG), a high-level consultative body established by the three
countries in the late 1990s that actively coordinated policies toward
North Korea until 2002.
–– Japan should pursue North Korea’s denuclearization as well as
resolve the abductee issue on the basis of the 2002 Pyongyang Declaration between North Korea and Japan.

U.S .-ROK Alliance
Alongside the U.S.-Japan alliance, the U.S.-ROK alliance has played a
critical role in securing stability in Northeast Asia for more than five
decades. The Task Force finds that the June 2009 U.S.-ROK Joint Vision
Statement constitutes a valuable foundation for U.S.-ROK cooperation that should be implemented fully to address both peninsular and
global challenges. A closer alliance would serve as a platform for South
Korea’s development of an effective regional diplomacy with Japan and
China while also supporting Lee’s vision of a “global Korea.”

Pursue Conditions-Based Approach
to Operational Control Transfer
The Task Force approves of the agreement to revise OPCON arrangements and institute a new system for coordination with the USFK. It has
proceeded smoothly thus far, but new political developments, including
the March 2010 sinking of South Korea’s Cheonan corvette in disputed
waters near North Korea, have raised questions regarding whether the
timing of the transfer might be delayed from the April 2012 target.
–– The Task Force recommends that the two presidents review the progress to date in preparing for revised OPCON arrangements (through
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which the military commanders will independently coordinate with
each other to achieve shared military objectives, rather than pursuing
operations under a combined command) based on a technical evaluation of the readiness of the two sides to adopt separate OPCON
arrangements. Such an evaluation should occur at least one year
before revised OPCON arrangements are implemented, that is, in
April 2011.
–– If progress to date leads to doubts about the capacity of the two sides
to carry out the new arrangements, the two leaders should agree on a
revised timetable and order concrete steps necessary to implement it.

Ratify U.S.-Korea Free Trade Agreement
The Task Force recommends that the Obama administration and Congress take steps to secure ratification of the KORUS FTA at the earliest
politically feasible opportunity, ideally just after the U.S. midterm elections. The KORUS FTA is a valuable instrument to bolster U.S.-ROK
political and security cooperation and lower barriers to the entry of
American products and services in the Korean market. In addition, the
KORUS FTA is a net job creator; there is no low-priced Korean labor
pool to undercut American jobs, Korean environmental standards are
comparable to American environmental standards, and passage of the
KORUS FTA will allow American businesses to stay even with European businesses that will shortly enjoy the benefits of the recently negotiated Korea-EU FTA.
The case for ratification of the KORUS FTA is based on the following premises:
–– A bilateral FTA would be a high-profile symbol of the bond between
the United States and the ROK and would show that the United
States remains committed to deepening its engagement in East Asia.
–– Ratification would help transform the South Korean economy and
cement Korea’s position as a regional economic hub, thereby increasing its ability to influence events on the Korean peninsula and in
Northeast Asia.
–– Ratification would enable the United States to set a standard for trade
agreements in Asia beyond their use in public diplomacy or for political purposes.
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–– The U.S.-ROK economic relationship should be cultivated as a counterweight to the expansion of China’s regional economic importance, especially among China’s immediate neighbors. Thus, an
economic agreement with South Korea carries a strategic message
that the United States supports efforts to ensure that South Korea is
not overly dependent on China.

Additional and Dissenting Views

I do not subscribe to the view that U.S. policy recommendations as laid
out in the report should be prioritized in linear fashion. Proliferation
is undeniably a near-term security threat, but explicit rhetorical prioritization of this concern does little to enhance the counterproliferation
effort, yet creates mistaken impressions among regional players that
we have resigned to containing a nuclear North Korea. Rather than
linear priorities, these policies should be pursued on parallel and overlapping tracks.
Victor D. Cha
The Korea Task Force’s recommendation for a policy of rollback to confront the North Korean government’s nuclear ambitions sounds attractive, but only in theory. In practice, it amounts to a continuation of the
failed carrot-and-stick approach to denuclearization through international engagement with Pyongyang that has been attempted already for
nearly two decades.
Suffice it to say that over the most recent experiment in engaging
North Korea (through Six Party Talks), the DPRK has gone from hinting that it is developing a “war deterrent” to stating that this deterrent is
in fact a nuclear arsenal, to testing two atomic weapons, and to insisting
that it will not give up its nuclear option “under any circumstances.”
The sorry history of nuclear negotiations with the DPRK demonstrates that the international community has absolutely no reason to
assume the current North Korean regime will actually denuclearize
voluntarily—no matter what blandishments Washington and others
proffer or what penalties are threatened. Pyongyang regards its nuclear
potential as a vital national interest—and governments do not negotiate
vital national interests away.
In essence, the North Korean nuclear problem is the North Korean
regime. A nonnuclear North Korea will be possible only under a
57
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different government in Pyongyang. This is a highly unpleasant reality.
But unless we recognize that reality—rather than imagining Pyongyang
as the negotiating partner we wish it to be—continuing the current
course can only make for a more dangerous future for the United States
and its Asian allies.
Nicholas Eberstadt
After the attack on the Cheonan, the first priority in U.S. and ROK
policy must be to reestablish deterrence and dissuasion vis-à-vis the
DPRK. For this reason, wartime OPCON should be delayed based on
the Task Force recommendation that the decision on the timing of the
transfer be conditions based. Enhancements of bilateral U.S.-ROK and
trilateral U.S.-ROK-Japan security cooperation will also be necessary.
Careful thought must also be given to the timing of U.S. and ROK reengagement in the six-party process.
Michael J. Green
Rollback is an unfortunate choice of terms, and is not a strategy but an
objective—to denuclearize the peninsula and stop nuclear and missile
proliferation. The favored strategy correctly combines strengthening defensive sanctions, seeking to restart the Six Party Talks, offering
appropriate inducements, and undertaking economic, social, cultural,
and humanitarian engagement. The report wrongly suggests that these
policy measures need to be rank ordered, when they should be undertaken in combination. Engagement is a crucial long-run element of any
strategy toward North Korea if we are to gradually transform its economy and society and thereby improve the welfare of its people and change
its stance toward the world. The report includes mention of a preemptive
attack on missile facilities as part of the manage and contain approach,
and considers rollback an extension and strengthening of manage and
contain. We reject this option as unnecessary and excessively risky.
Stephan Haggard
Susan L. Shirk
We must not seek agreements with North Korea because it does not
keep agreements. At least seven agreements with the United States have
been broken: the armistice agreement, the North-South Communiqué
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of 1972, two North-South agreements of 1992, the Agreed Framework
of 1994, the Communiqué of the North-South Summit of 2000, and the
Nonproliferation Treaty, human right agreements, and others. It is hard
to find an agreement that North Korea has kept.
Denuclearization is our key objective for North Korea. But there will
be no denuclearization without regime change.
The Task Force report is ambiguous about regime change: it asserts
that North Korea’s neighbors want a stable transition to a new leadership. Yet a nuclear North Korea constantly creates instability with its
nuclear activities. Hence, we do not want a politically “stable” North
Korea with nuclear weapons. We have successfully used regime change
for Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq.
However, we should prepare cooperation with China for a North
Korean regime collapse. The illness of Kim Jong-il and his quirky succession plans make regime collapse likely. The United States should assure
China that American military forces would not go north of the demilitarized zone, and that they would be withdrawn from South Korea if
China did not move military forces into North Korea, except to secure
nuclear weapons. Such a preparation for regime collapse might also
make China more tolerant if we initiate and succeed with regime change.
Fred C. Iklé
I like very much the thrust of this report, and greatly respect the
ideas and experience of the Task Force leaders, but I do have two
issues requiring dissent. First, even though it may be unrealistic at the
moment, I believe a truly comprehensive agenda with North Korea
must also include the promotion of economic reform within the DPRK,
inspired in part by the Vietnam and China models. This can work only
if Pyongyang plays ball, of course, and that seems out of the question
at the moment. But the fact remains that such reform is needed, and
is integral to any truly viable path for changing the basic nature of the
North Korean regime as well as its relationship with the outside world.
Second, I oppose OPCON transfer categorically. In fact, I believe it
is a misnomer; current plans would not achieve OPCON transfer so
much as the bifurcation of operational control between U.S. and ROK
forces on the peninsula. I fear this could significantly complicate wartime operations, under either 5027 or 5029 scenarios (that is, classic
warfighting, or North Korean collapse/stabilization operations) and
thereby weaken deterrence as well. Unity of command is such a central
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principle to successful military operations that I cannot personally
support the decision to dismantle it within the U.S.-ROK alliance.
Delaying the transfer beyond 2012, as the Task Force is prepared to
countenance, might mitigate the problem but does not solve it.
Michael O’Hanlon
While I believe that the Task Force has correctly identified the four
major policy options, I do not share the belief that rollback is the preferable option. The loss of leverage after the North exploded two nuclear
devices, plus the unwillingness of some regional players to endorse and,
more importantly, enforce tough sanctions, makes rollback very unlikely
to be viable. The current policy, which the Task Force has labeled as
manage and contain while remaining publicly committed to rollback,
strikes me as the best we’re going to get until regime change comes to
North Korea. Rather than describe current policy as halfhearted, I view
it as pragmatic and prudent. Without raising either expectations or tensions it permits the U.S. administration to seek progress on some of the
other areas highlighted in the report, including contingency planning
and bilateral missile negotiations.
Stanley Owen Roth
I wish to highlight a major and a minor point in this otherwise excellent report. First and foremost, if the Task Force is correct that “it is a
top priority in U.S.-China relations to make progress in bringing North
Korea back to the path of denuclearization”—and I believe it is—then
Beijing’s sustained life support for the Kim regime is clearly the key to
the rollback and the regime change options. I doubt that “a dialogue
designed to provide strategic reassurance” will convince China’s leaders to cut the lifeline to their client state to the east. Instead, diplomatic,
economic, and military pressure of the highest order, and on a multilateral basis, will be required.
Second (and minor) is the timing of OPCON transfer to the Republic of Korea. The report suggests flexibility in this. To the contrary, I
believe a firm mutual deadline is essential to ensure that Seoul acquires
the military capabilities and political confidence to assume prime
responsibility for the defense of the South.
James J. Shinn
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